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The EncyclopÃ¦dia Britannica, Eleventh Edition (1910â€“1911), is a
29-volume reference book.n About 14% of the authors (214 out of 1,507) were

from North America . A significant part of those who renounced their old
versions of biblical Christianity were active participants and creators of new

ones. The book of H. Werneck, a German Protestant theologian, was published
in 1815. The book was intended for British soldiers and officers, preachers and
clergy, so that they "acquired the knowledge necessary for missionary work in
enemy lands." H. Werneck systematized this knowledge in a scientific-critical

work. The book is based on works and works. German and English theologians,
scientists, reformers, economists. This encyclopedia is the most comprehensive

reference book on Protestantism in Europe, and it is no coincidence that this
reference book was called the "Great Encyclopedia". The work of H. Verken
covered not only the history of the Old Testament, but also events in world

politics, economics, and art. For the 120th anniversary of the publication of the
encyclopedia, we offer the following compilation of knowledge and

information: History of the Church. The Catholic Encyclopedia (1997),
contains biographical information about 75 bishops, 121 political bishops, 263
archbishops and reforming archbishops, 45 bishops and sanhedrin bishops, 866
bishops from different countries and 258 from Canada, 146 monasteries, about

4000 abbots and hermits, more than 250 hundreds of priests and about 3
thousand laity. Catholicism. Encyclopedia. Volume II. In 4 books, 7th edition.

M. EKSMO, 1998. Among the authors of the encyclopedia are 12 Catholic
hierarchs (including 21 bishops), more than 2 thousand historians, about 40

thousand statisticians and economists, over 50 artists and more than 500 writers.
The encyclopedia contains more than 14,000 articles on the Church, dogmas,
rituals and ritual formation, various forms of confession of the Catholic faith.

Encyclopedia A. and B. Printsev. Catholic Encyclopedic Dictionary. Volume I.
A. Princes, B. Prin, M. Moruar (translated from French. M., 1997). The

publication contains a systematic presentation of basic information on the
history of the Catholic Church from the 1st century BC. until now; biographies
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